
Delhi Public School Daulatpur 
Summer Vacation Homework 2020 

Class - 9 
English 
  Read the novel The Jungle Book by Rudyard Kipling during your summer 

vacations. 
 Note down the difficult words/phrases and find their meanings from thedictionary. 
 Write the summary of the novel in in not more than 300 words. (To summarise a 

story means to briefly describe what the main idea of the storyis.) 
 Present (record your video) a review of the novel in not more than two minutes. 

(To review a book means to evaluate or express your opinion about the book based 
on its content, style, andmerit.) 

 Write an essay on the topic – How Will I Introduce South Korea to My Friends - in 
150 to 300 words. The essay must be submitted in the form of a PDFfile 

 
Social Science 
 
 (1) Project Work: students have to make a project file on the topic Disaster Management. 
Students may use pictures, data, bar-chart, pie chart etc. The project work should be hand 
written and handmade. 
Hints- 
Disaster Management measures can help removing people and property from a threatened 
location by facilitating timely and effective rescue and relief. Disaster can be of three types:   
A) Natural- Earthquakes, floods, volcanoes, tornadoes etc. 
B) Technological- Chemical releases, power outages, natural gas explosions etc. 
C) Man-Made- Terror attacks, Race riots etc. 

 
 
 

 
 

       SCIENCE 
1) Consider a cell like your school. Each part of the cell (school) has responsibilities that 

must be done and certain organelles (people) to do them. Identify the functions of the    
following parts of the cell then identify which person does the same job. 

            First one is done as an example to follow: 
S. 
N. 

ORGANELLE FUNCTION Part of 
School 
that has a 
similar 



function 
1. Cell 

Membrane 
Controls what 
goes in and out 
of the cell 

Front 
office 

2. Mitochondria     
3. Nucleus     
4. Ribosome     
5. Cytoplasm     
6. Golgi Body     
7. Cell Wall 

(only in plant 
cell) 

    

  
OR 

Prepare a model to compare plant cell and animal cell using common household items like 
grains and pulses etc. 

 
2) Using basic concepts of physics, Make a working model on any renewable resources of energy. 

Examples- Solar energy, Hydro energy, Wave energy, Wind energy, Geothermal energy, Biogas 
plant, Tidal energy. 

OR 
With the help of a still model, show the solid, liquid and gaseous states of matter. 

Note:- Prepare for the Pre Mid Term Examination. 
 
 

Mathematics 
 
 

Q1. Make any one project/chart: (*marks will be considered for Subject 
Enrichment) 
(i) Make a project on Pascal’s triangle. 
(ii) Make a chart of all the polynomials identities and drive them separately in 
your notebook. 
(iii) Make 10 puzzles using linear equations or on linear equations. 

Solve the following: Q2. How many rational numbers can be inserted between two rational numbers? 
Q3. Simplify: (32) . 

Q4. If ≥ 0, then what is the value of √  ? 
Q5. If     are two rational numbers and = 32( ), then find the value of 

( ). 
Q6. Find two rational numbers between . 
Q7. If = √5 + 2, then find the value of − . 
Q8. If = √

√   = √
√ , then show that − = −144√5 . 



Q9. If + 1 is a factor of the polynomial3 + , then find the value of . 
Q10. What is the value of 525 − 475 ? (without actually squaring them) 
Q11. Find the remainder when − + 6 −     − . 
Q12. Factorise: 5 − + 4 5 − + 4; ≠ 0. 
Q13. Expand (4 − 2 − 3 )    . 
Q14. If − = 6, ℎ   ℎ    − . 
Q15. Find the equation of straight line which is parallel to y-axis. 
Q16. The taxi fair in the city are as follows: for the first kilometer, the fair is ₹ 8 and for 

the subsequent distance it is ₹ 5 per kilometer. Write the linear equation of this 
equation. 

Q17. In which quadrants, the point (-5,2) and (2,-5) lie? What is the distance between 
them? 

 
fganh- 
 

1- ^dksjksuk egkekjh* us thou dks fdl rjg izHkkfor fd;k\ blds ldkjkRed rFkk 
udkjkRed nksuksa igyqvksa dks /;ku esa j[krs gq, yxHkx 250 “kCnksa esa vius 
fopkj fyf[k,A 

2- fuEufyf[kr milxksZa ls 5&5 “kCn cukdj iqfLrdk esa fyf[k,A 
    Ikz] izfr] vfr] vf/k] vuq 
3- vkius ns[kk gksxk fd ehfM;k n~okjk izLrqr dh xbZ ?kVuk,¡ dbZ ckj leL;k,¡ cu 

tkrh gSa] ,slh fdlh ?kVuk dk mYYks[k dhft,A 

 


